Wood Bartop

Top:
Natural wood with brilliant varnish
Cork Shank:
Chanfered with alpha wash

Wood Bartop

Top:
Natural dark wood with matte varnish
Cork Shank:
Rounded with alpha wash

Wood Bartop

Top:
Black painted wood with matte varnish
Cork Shank:
Rounded with alpha wash

Wood Bartop

Top:
Wood painted with two colours (black and gold)
Cork Shank:
Rounded with alpha wash
Wood Bartop

Top: Brown painted wood with external knurls
Cork Shank: Rounded with alpha wash

Wood Bartop

Top: Gold painted wood with external knurls
Cork Shank: Chanfered with alpha wash

Wood Bartop

Top: Brown painted wood with external knurls
Cork Shank: Rounded with alpha wash

Wood Bartop

Top: Brown painted wood with matte varnish
Cork Shank: Rounded with alpha wash
Wood Bartop Top: Brown painted wood with matte varnish Cork Shank: Chanfered with alpha wash

Wood Bartop Top: Old Brown painted wood with matte varnish Cork Shank: Rounded with alpha wash

Wood Bartop Top: Natural wood with matte varnish Cork Shank: Rounded with alpha wash
Wood Bartop

Top: Yellow painted wood with matte varnish
Cork Shank: Chanfered with alpha wash

Wood Bartop

Top: Natural wood with matte varnish (type of wood: charme)
Cork Shank: Rounded with alpha wash

Wood/Metal Bartop

Top: Black painted wood with a gold metal coin on the top
Cork Shank: Chanfered with alpha wash

Wood Bartop

Top: Natural wood (carvalho) with brilliant varnish
Cork Shank: Rounded with alpha wash
Plastic Bartop
Top: Red brilliant plastic with external knurls
Cork Shank: Rounded with alpha wash

Plastic Bartop
Top: Plastic (copy wood) with external knurls
Cork Shank: Chanfered with alpha wash

Plastic Bartop
Top: Brilliant and gold plastic (copy metal)
Cork Shank: Chanfered with alpha wash

Glass Bartop
Top: Glass from Marinha Grande, Portugal
Cork Shank: Chanfered with alpha wash
Plastic Bartop
Top: Black Plastic matte top without knurls
Cork Shank: Chanfered with alpha wash

Plastic Bartop
Top: Black brilliant plastic top without knurls
Cork Shank: Rounded with alpha wash

Plastic Bartop
Top: Black brilliant plastic top with external knurls
Cork Shank: Rounded with alpha wash

Plastic Bartop
Top: Gold brilliant plastic top with external knurls
Cork Shank: Chanfered Colmated
**Metal Bartop**

**Top:**
Polished golden metal with brilliant finishing

**Cork Shank:**
Rounded with alpha wash

---

**Metal Bartop**

**Top:**
Brushed metal with aged finishing

**Cork Shank:**
Rounded with alpha wash

---

**Metal Bartop**

**Top:**
Polished grey metal with brilliant finishing

**Cork Shank:**
Rounded with alpha wash

---

**Metal Bartop**

**Top:**
Polished golden metal with brilliant finishing

**Cork Shank:**
Rounded with alpha wash
For further information, please contact our bar top department, so we can help you design the perfect bar top for your bottle.